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WWW ADDRESSING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to world wide web page retrieval and, in particular, to

methods and apparatus for performing such retrieval using a minimally restrictive syntax.

5 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The World Wide Web (WWW) is a set of protocols that allow a user to download and

upload pages of infortnation between his computer and other computers, typically using a

program called a browser. The usual mode of operation includes opening a browser, entering a

URL (Uniform Resource Locator), and viewing the page fetched by the browser. The actual

10 pages of information are located on physical host machines, each of which may be mapped to

one or more domain names. Typically each domain is served by one host machine.

URL syntax is described in RFC 1630 ("Uniform Resource Identifiers in WWW"). The

URL syntax relies heavily on the domain name space, as defined in RFCs 1034 ("Domain

Names - Concepts and Facilities"), 1035 ("Domain Names Implementation and Specification")

15 and 883 (Domain names - Implementation and Specification").

A network resource (host) is identified in the domain name space by a string containing

1 or more labels (each up to a maximum of 63 characters), separated by periods. The periods

are intended to define and outline the hierarchical structure of domain name space. Although

RFC 1034 permits the use of 8-bit binary encoding, it is suggested that applications use 7 bit

20 ASCII for naming. Further, the suggested and currently implemented (de facto) naming

scheme uses labels consisting only of alphanumeric characters from the Latin (ISO Latin 1)

Character set plus the hyphen character. A valid name must start with a letter and the rest of

the name should contain only letters, digits or hyphens.

Thus, the naming conventions for domains (and consequently sites and URLs) are

25 rather restricted. Typically, there is an attempt to identify a particular site with a particular site

owner, so that the address is meaningful. For example, IBM has a web site with the address

"http://www.ibm.com" (".com" indicates commercial), Microsoft has the address

"http://www.microsoft.com" but Microsoft Network has the address of tfhttp://www.msn.com".

The restrictions make it easy to create a one-to-one mapping between web addresses and a

30 particular site. However, these addresses must be entered accurately. Any mistake will result in

the site not being located.

In many countries, English is not a native tongue. Meaningful WWW addresses in such

countries are typically created by transliterating the name of the site owner into Latin letters.

Unfortunately, many languages do not have an accepted and widely known standard of
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transliteration. Thus, there may be several plausible transliterations for a single name, resulting

in several possible meaningful addresses, only one ofwhich is correct.

Another problem is that the current address name scheme is not user friendly. First, in

countries in which most people are not English speaking, the use of Latin letters and/or

English spelling conventions may be a burden to many users, especially non-experienced

users. In addition, in many cases there is no direct relationship between the name of the site

owner and the address of his site. Guessing the address is typically not an option. Further, in

countries where the name is transliterated, even if a meaningful address is created (such as for

IBM, above) there is still no guarantee that a casual user will correctly transliterate that name

from his native language. In many cases, the site addresses can be used as mnemonics, i.e.,

once the address is known, its content makes it easy to remember. However, it is often

impossible to reconstruct the correct address from the name of the site owner.

For these and other reasons, search engines and WWW directories have been

developed, in which a user enters a name and/or other information regarding the site owner

and a WWW page containing a list of possible site addresses is generated and presented to the

user. Some search engines allow the entry of non-Latin characters. In addition, various

automated agents and SearchBots have been developed which serve as online search agents

and which interface directly with the browser, for example, the WebTurbo software. In some

browsers, an incorrectly entered name will automatically pull up a search page.

Some Web browsers allow a user to maintain a local list of preferred locations, which

are stored and accessed by selection of a nickname and/or a description from a list, rather than

by entering a complete URL. In some browsers, an incompletely typed URL may be

automatically expanded by the addition of a standard suffix or postfix. Another helpful feature

is automatic completion of URLs. If a URL has been previously used, entering the first few

characters thereof will cause the entire URL to be suggested to a user.

The underlying addressing system in the Internet is based on numeric strings.

However, in order to provide some measure of comfort, textual addresses, as described above,

are used. A DNS (Domain Name Server) is a distributed application that translates textual

addresses into numeric addresses. If the address is incorrectly formatted or incorrectly entered,

it does not generate a proper numeric address. Rather it returns an output which generates an

error message at the requester. The different DNS servers update each other with new

mappings of textual addresses to numeric addresses.

Many network systems supply aliasing support and/or "hosts" files that contain

associations between numeric strings and textual strings. In some systems, for example

2
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Microsoft Windows 95 with Hebrew Support, it is possible to enter and use (on the network,

not on an external DNS) a host name including non-Latin characters. It should be noted that

host names are also limited, for example, they cannot contain spaces.

M. Duerst, in WWW document M
http://www.w3.org/international/draft-duerst-dns-

il8n-00.txt" (a working draft), suggests introducing a new zero-level domain to allow the use

of arbitrary characters from the Universal Character Set (ISO 10646), also known as Unicode,

in domain names. Duerst suggests an implementation in which software with an

internationalized user interface, such as a web browser will be responsible for conversions.

The software would analyze the domain name, call the (DNS) resolver directly if the domain

name conforms to the domain name syntax restrictions and otherwise encode the name

according to the specifications described in the document. Duerst also suggests providing a

separate look up service that programs will call if a domain name contains characters outside

the allowed range. Francois Yergeau, in WWW document
,,

http://www.ahs.com:8085^yergeau/url-00.html^ suggests an 8-bit encoding for the Unicode,

called UTF-8 (UCS Transformation Format 8), which preserves the foil US-ASCH range, so

that it is compatible with file systems, parsers and other software which relay on US-ASCII

values but are transparent to other (8-bit) values.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object of some embodiments of the present invention, to allow a user to retrieve

a WWW page using a native language, other than English and optionally using non-Latin

characters, such as Cyrillic, Hebrew and Arabic.

It is an object ofsome preferred embodiments ofthe invention to allow flexible naming

of Domains and URLs, preferably using non-Latin characters. Preferably, the length is not

substantially limited in length.

It is an object of some preferred embodiments of the invention to allow a user to enter

partial information regarding a site owner, preferably without imposing an order on the

information. Preferably, such information directly retrieves a home page, which belongs to a

site matching the entered information.

It is an object of some preferred embodiments of the invention, to allow a user to

directly access WWW pages, without requiring the user to recall long and/or obtuse URLs
and/or without requiring the user to make selections and/or perform any additional procedure

beyond what would have been required ifthe user had in fact typed the URL.
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It is an object of some preferred embodiments of the invention to allow a user to surf

the WWW using his native language, preferably, without requiring changes in existing

hardware/software products.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a user enters a native

language alias and/or name for a site owner and that input is converted into a numeric string

address, so that data stored at the site can be retrieved. Preferably, the user enters the input into

a standard portion of arbrowser, a location entry window, just as a standard URL would be

entered. In accordance with one preferred embodiment of the invention, the input is converted

by a DNS server. Preferably the DNS server directly translates the input to a numeric string.

Alternatively, the DNS translates the input to a corresponding standard URL, which is then

translated into a numeric string.

Alternatively, the input is translated into a standard URL by a local program which

then transfers the URL to the browser. Alternatively, the browser passes the input to a program

that performs the translation and transmits the generated URL to the Internet. Alternatively, a

proxy server translates the input either to a numeric string or to a corresponding standard URL.

Alternatively, a name server masquerades as a DNS server and converts non-standard names

into standard names and/or IP addresses. Standard names are preferably passed to a standard

DNS server.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, there is provided a

database which associates URLs and/or domain names with native language information

and/or nicknames indicative of the site owners. Thus, a user can enter information which is

associated with the site owner, rather than a proper name or a transliteration thereof. In some

preferred embodiments of the invention, a translator, when determining a mapping between a

native language input and a standard URL, consults the database. Preferably, the translation is

performed as a service and/or as a proxy service. Preferably, the database is maintained at a

single location, external to the machine that requires the translation. Alternatively, there is

more than one site at which the database or a portion thereof, is maintained. Alternatively, the

database resides on the same machine as the translator. Thus, in some cases, distributed

databases need to be kept up to date.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, periodic updates are sent to all the

machines and are automatically assimilated in a local copy of a database. Preferably, the

update comprises only changes. Alternatively, the entire database is transferred as a

replacement file. In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, the local

database operates as a cache, so that fewer "external" queries are required. Preferably, when

4
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attempting to matph partial information with site related information, previously and/or

recently used URLs are selected over unused URLs with a similar matching. It should be noted

in this context, that as a result of the explosive growth ofthe Internet in the last few years, the

event of a new domain name/URL address being added is more common than the event of an

5 address being changed or deleted.

There is therefore provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

invention, a method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site, which information is not a WWW
address or a portion thereof; and

10 directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein said information is in a non-Latin language.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

15 entering information associated with the site, which information is not a WWW
address or a portion thereof; and

directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein directly displaying comprises analyzing said information using user-dependent

20 information.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site, which information is not a WWW
address or a portion thereof; and

25 directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein said information is entered into a URL entry field in said browser.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

30 entering information associated with the site, which information is not a WWW
address or a portion thereof; and

directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

5
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wherein said page is selected responsive to a geographical location at which said

information is entered.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said information is in a non-Latin

language.

5 In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said information does not meet domain

name specifications. Alternatively or additionally, said information does not meet URL
specifications. Alternatively or additionally, said information comprises a plurality of words.

Alternatively or additionally, said information comprises a field identifier and a field-match

value. Alternatively or additionally, said information is associated with an owner of the site.

10 Alternatively or additionally, said information comprises a partial street address of said owner.

Alternatively or additionally, said information comprises a telephone number of said owner.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the method comprises analyzing said

partial information to determine a single translation thereof. Preferably, analyzing comprises

correcting spelling in said information. Preferably, correcting spelling comprises correcting for

15 at least one transliteration error.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, analyzing comprises applying natural

language recognition on said information. Alternatively or additionally, analyzing comprises

blocking access to certain types of sites. Alternatively or additionally, said translation

comprises a only domain name. Preferably, said translation comprises a URL. Alternatively or

20 additionally, said association is determined using a database of associations.

Preferably, said database is at least logically associated with a particular user.

Preferably, said database includes information regarding a particular user, which information

is entered by said user, wjiich page is selected for display responsive to said information and

wherein said database is stored at a location remote from where the information is entered for

25 display of said page.

Alternatively or additionally, said database comprises at least one association which is

particular to said particular user. Preferably, analyzing comprises analyzing responsive to said

at least one association. Alternatively or additionally, said at least one association is entered by

said particular user. Alternatively or additionally, said at least one association is automatically

30 generated responsive to a selection of a WWW page, from a plurality of suggested pages, by

said particular user.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least one association in said database is

automatically generated responsive to a selection of a particular WWW page, from a plurality

of suggested pages, by a plurality of users.
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said database is at least logically

associated with a translation server, which utilizes said database for translation.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said at least logical association comprises a

physical association.

5 In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said analyzing is performed locally, where

said page is displayed. Alternatively or additionally, said analyzing is performed remotely

from where said page is displayed. Alternatively or additionally, said analyzing comprises

detennining a one-to-one mapping between said information and a translation. Alternatively or

additionally, said analyzing utilizes a geographical location at which said information is

10 entered.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said information is entered by a user in a

same way in which a standard URL would be entered. Alternatively or additionally, said

information is entered into a window overlaying said browser. Preferably, said window is

overlaying a location window of said browser.

15 In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said information is entered in a language

not supported by said browser. Alternatively or additionally, said information is entered in a

font not supported by said browser. Alternatively or additionally, directly displaying said page,

comprises automatically providing password information for accessing said page. Preferably, a

plurality of such passwords are stored in a password database associated with said user.

20 There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

server comprising:

a database associating business information withWWW sites;

a translator which converts an input comprising business information into a WWW site

address, using said database; and

25 a user information database,

wherein said translator utilizes said user information database for the conversion.

Preferably, said user database comprises a user's previous desired conversions.

Alternatively or additionally, said user database comprises a user's geographical location.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

30 system including a server as described above and a client which provides said input to saicl

server and displays aWWW page indicated by said address.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

server comprising:

7
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a database associating information withWWW sites;

a user information database; and

a translator which converts input information provided to it, into a WWW site address,

using said database and said user database.

Preferably, said input information comprises business information. Alternatively or

additionally, said input information comprises domain name information. Alternatively or

additionally, said input information comprises URL information.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

software unit for integrating with an existing browser, comprising:

a first module adapted to be integrated with said browser and which adds at least one

functionality to a user,interface of said browser; and

a second module which communicates with a remote site having stored therein

information,

wherein said second module uses said communication to retrieve at least some of said

information to perform said added functionality.

Preferably, said functionality comprises sending an e-mail to an owner of a site and

wherein said information comprises an association between a site and an e-mail address of the

owner thereof. Alternatively or additionally, said functionality comprises a poll answering

interface and wherein said information comprises at least one poll question to display.

Alternatively or additionally, said functionality comprises translating partial information into

WWW addresses and wherein said information comprises an association between partial

information and WWW addresses.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the unit comprises a third module which

updates said information responsive to input entered at said browser. Alternatively or

additionally, said remote site performs an operation requested by said functionality, responsive

to said user information database. Preferably, said remote site performs a matching between

partial entered information and a business information database, responsive to information

associated with a user of said browser. Alternatively or additionally, said remote site sends

credit card information to a second remote site, responsive to said functionality and to said

information associated with a user of said browser.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said functionality does not affect a visual

format of a GUI (Graphical User Interface) of said browser, when said functionality is not in

use. Alternatively, said functionality does not affect a visual format of a GUI (Graphical User

Interface) of said browser, when said functionality is in use.

8
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There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

software unit comprising:

a first module which receives, from a browser, a WWW address which does not meet

WWW addressing standards;

a second module which translates said address into a WWW address which meets

WWW addressing standards; and

a third module which instructs said browser to display a page associated with said

translatedWWW address.

Preferably, said second module performs said translation using a remote translation

service. Alternatively or additionally, said first module impersonates a TCP/IP stack.

Alternatively or additionally, said first module impersonates a HTTP service handler.

Alternatively or additionally, said first module impersonates a DNS server. Alternatively or

additionally, said first module steals a user input from said browser. Alternatively or

additionally, said third module utilizes an OLE/DDE service. Alternatively or additionally,

said translated address comprises a complete URL. Alternatively or additionally, said unit

comprises an upload module which provides site accessing information to uploaded to a

remote computer. Alternatively or additionally, said unit comprises a page generation module

which generates a WWW page in response to said non-standard WWW address. Preferably,

said generated WWW page comprises a list ofpossibleWWW pages.

Alternatively or additionally, said generated page comprises a directory of a plurality

of pages in a particular site. Alternatively or additionally, said generated page comprises at

least one advertisement. Alternatively or additionally, said generated page displays a request

for more information. Alternatively or additionally, said generated page is generated locally, i

response to a request for a remote WWW address.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, said unit comprises a messaging module

which displays a message responsive to non-availability of a required WWW page.

Alternatively or additionally, said unit comprises an e-mail module which corrects e-mail

addresses, responsive to information associated with e-mail addressees.

In a preferred embodiment ofthe invention, said unit is a separately compiled software.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

computer readable medium having encoded thereon a representation of a software unit as

described above.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

9
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entering information associated with the site;

spell correcting said information; and

displaying a page responsive to said information, using a browser.

Preferably, spell correcting comprises correcting transliteration errors. Preferably, said

information comprises a URL.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of accessing an Internet resource, comprising:

entering information, which information does not comprise even a partial address for

said resource; and

accessing said resource responsive to said information, without any additional user

intervention, beyond said entering,

wherein said resource comprises a news group.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

method of e-mail addressing, comprising:

entering an incorrect e-mail address, which does not form an alias, a portion or a

nickname of a valid e-mail address;

automatically correcting said address, using information at a first, remote, location; and

sending an e-mail message to a second remote location, via an Internet, using said

corrected address.

Preferably, said incorrect e-mail address comprises information associated with a

desired e-mail addressee. Preferably, said information comprises at least a portion of a

geographical address. Alternatively or additionally, said information comprises at least a

portion of a telephone number.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The present invention will be more clearly understood from the following detailed

description of the preferred embodiments of the invention and from the attached drawings, in

which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a site translator configuration, in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a site translator configuration, in accordance

with another preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a site translator configuration, in accordance

with another preferred embodiment of the invention;

10
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Fig. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a site translator configuration, including a data

server, in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a site translator configuration, including a

domain name server, in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the invention;

5 Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a method of obtaining a WWW page, in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the invention; and

Fig. 7 is a schematic block diagram of a configuration including a client, a data server

and a remote site, in accordance with a preferred embodiment ofthe invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
10 One aspect of the present invention relates to a method of enabling a user to enter a

substantially free-form designation of a WWW site, preferably in the user's native language,

and directly obtain the information from the site, without the necessity of using a search

engine and/or an exact site address.

Figs. 1-5 are schematic block diagrams of several methods of configuring a system in

15 accordance with this aspect of the present invention. Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a method of

obtaining a WWW page, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. A user

enters the information by which he wishes to obtain a WWW page (60). This information is

preferably matched to a database (62), as a result ofwhich an IP address is generated (64). The

page is then obtained automatically using the IP address and is preferably displayed on the

20 user's computer (66). The various configurations of Figs. 1-5, determine how and by what

hardware each of these steps is performed.

In Fig. 1, a system 11 includes a browser 10, at which a user enters his request, a

translator 12 which aids in converting this request into an IP address and a remote site 14,

which hosts a desired WWW page. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator

25 masquerades as a TCP/IP stack (preferably Winsock in Windows 95). Alternatively, the

translator is a proxy for the client machine. Such a proxy may be connected by a local network

to the client machine and/or may be at the user's ISP (Internet Service Provider) and/or may be

a remote machine, anywhere on the Internet. It should be noted that, in some preferred

embodiments of the invention, all communications, in both directions, pass through the

30 translator. Alternatively, only outgoing communications from the browser will go through the

translator.

In Fig. 2, a system 21 includes a translator 22 which is in direct communication with a

browser 20 and a remote site 24 which is in direct communication with browser 20. In this

embodiment of the invention, browser 20 communicates with a local translator, which

11
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converts free-form entered domain name addressing into standard URLs. In accordance with

one preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator is integrated as a module of the

browser. Alternatively or additionally, the connection to the translator is patched into the

browser. Alternatively or additionally, the translator communicates with the browser through

existing hooks in the browser, such as the OLE/DDE protocol, under the Windows operating

system. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the browser contacts the translator if the

entered address does not match certain criteria, such as form and character set.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator uses a local translation

database. Preferably, this database is updated by an external server, either automatically, or by
a user request. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a user may enter a personal

preference for an association between a URL/domain name and partial and/or native language

information. In one preferred embodiment of the invention, the local database comprises host

alias files. In one preferred embodiment of the invention, one or more of these files are

replaced by updated files. Alternatively, the translator preferably includes an automatic

application that downloads updates from a central server and updates the local files.

Fig. 3 illustrates a system 31, in which a translator 32 acts as a front end to a browser

30, which downloads Web pages from a remote site 34. In accordance with one preferred

embodiment of the invention, translator 32 includes a separate input window, which is

preferably overlaid on a portion of the browser window. Preferably, this separate window
remains on top on the browser and at a fixed relationship to at least one feature of the browser

display. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, this window provides font support and

data entry support for non-Latin character sets, even if the underlying browser and/or operating

system do not. Preferably, such support includes support for languages which are not entered

as single characters from the left to the right, for example Hebrew and Arabic, which are

entered right to left and Chinese pictograms, which are composed. Alternatively or

additionally, translator 32 is hidden from the user, so that it appears to the user that he is

working with and entering information directly into the browser. In one preferred embodiment

of the invention, a transparent window is overlaid on the browser address entry window.

Alternatively or additionally, the translator steals the keystrokes from the browser, preferably

by changing the window focus through the operating system. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, the translator sends the keystrokes to the browser, so that they are displayed, but

performs a translation of the keystrokes and instructs the browser to use the addressed obtained

by translation and ignore what was typed. Alternatively, the translator only steals the "return"

key and at that key, reads the location entered into the browser location window and performs

12
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the translation. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator displays the

translated URL and/or IP address. Preferably, this information is displayed in the browser

location window. Alternatively, it is displayed in a status area associated with the browser

and/or with the translator. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, both the original and

the translated addresses are displayed side by side, for the user to learn.

Fig. 4 illustrates a connection between a translator 42 and a data server 46, in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. In many of the above-described

embodiments, translator 42 need not actually perform the translation itself. Rather, the input

entered by the client is transmitted by translator 42 to a data server 46, which preferably

performs the translation. Data server 46 returns a URL and/or an IP address to translator 42,

which can then obtain data, either directly or through the browser, from a remote site 44.

Fig. 5 illustrates the integration of a translator 52 with a domain name server 58, in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. When a browser 50 desires to

connect to a remote site 54, the browser (or an installed TCP/IP stack) sends the domain name

to DNS server 58, to be translated into an IP address. In accordance with one preferred

embodiment of the invention, DNS server 58 utilizes a translator 52 to perform address

translation for domain names that do not meet certain criteria. Such a translator may be local to

the name server, such as on a local network or may be a remote service, accessed through a

dedicated line or through the Internet. Alternatively, the DNS may be modified to perform the

translation, preferably using look-up tables, but possibly using a pattern matching system. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention, a plurality of translators are arranged in a hierarchical

manner, similar to domain name servers, so that if a name is not found on one translator, other

translators are queried. Preferably, this hierarchical structure utilizes the configuration and

protocols used for existing domain name servers.

In an alternative embodiment of the invention, addresses to be resolved are passed first

or only to the translator. In one preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator acts as a

DNS. Preferably, the translator is registered as a primary DNS. Preferably, the translator

translates only non-standard domain names, and passes standard domain names to the DNS.

Alternatively or additionally, the translator acts as a filter, which converts non-standard

domain names and/or free-form information into standard domain names, which are then

passed to the DNS to be converted into IP addresses. In one preferred embodiment of the

invention, the translator is in the gateway to a DNS server local network.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, where the non-standard URL must pass

through standard components, the non-standard URL is preferably encoded so that it is not

13
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modified by such components, for example, by encoding the non-ASCII characters and/or by

replacing empty spaces with fill characters. One example of a standard component is a

browser, which may attempt to parse the input, instead of simply sending it to the DNS.

Encoding may be required in order to avoid error detection and address completion

mechanisms which may be implemented in a particular browser. Such encoding is preferably

performed using a front end, such as described above and/or a patch to the browser.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator is used to convert the entire

URL, not just the domain name, into a proper address. In some cases, a native language

expression will map to a particular page at a remote site, the address of which the translator

will be required to return to the browser. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the DNS
protocol is modified to allow the transmission of the entire address. Alternatively, a separate

connection is opened between a translator portion resident at the browser and a translator

portion resident at the DNS, through which connection such information is passed.

Alternatively, two translators are used, one for the domain name portion and one for the rest of

the URL. Preferably, both translators are provided with the same native language and/or free-

form expression and one returns the IP address and one returns the rest of the URL. Preferably,

these two translators are synchronized so that they provide a single complete URL. In a

preferred embodiment of the invention where a proxy server is used, the proxy server can be

used to split the URL and track its parts. Preferably, the proxy server provides a dummy IP

address to the browser, when it is presented with a free form and/or native language expression

and/or domain name by the browser. When that dummy address is detected by the proxy

server, it may be replaced with the correct IP address and the correct other portions of the

URL.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, when a proper URL is passed to the

translator, the translator returns it unchanged and/or passes it to a DNS to be translated.

Alternatively, the address may be used as a key-word which is used by a user to indicate a site

within a domain, for example, "www.microsoft.com software download".

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator may

perform one or more of the following functions:

(a) Correct spelling errors, especially those caused by transliteration errors. As a result,

many near misses in site address entry will connect to the correct site.

(b) Accept words in any order. Preferably, these words are used to search a database in

which each word and/or pattern is associated with a particular remote site.
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(c) Find a site based on an (street/ P.O. Box/ e-mail) address of the site owner, and/or

his telephone or fax numbers and/or a product, service name and/or trademark owned by the

site owner and/or any particular information associated directly or indirectly with the site

owner/operator. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the (user's) focus is on the site

itself and not on its owner. Thus, the information will be associated with the

type/content/usage and/or information found in the site. In one example, the user may enter

"freeware and software download center in Oakland" and the translator will locate a particular

site and display it.

(d) Use field matching, for example "name^bm".

(e) Request additional information.

(f) Generate a page with a list of possible WWW pages. Preferably, such a page will

include only sites which are registered with a particular translation service. Preferably, the site

owners will also register a graphical representation by which they wish to be displayed on the

generated page. Such a page may also include advertisements. It should be appreciated that

such a page may be generated locally, as a result of a local search, without actually sending

any information out to the Internet. Thus, the page generation and display may be very rapid.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the user will try out several of the sites and then

indicate to the translator which site was the "correct" one. Thereafter, upon entering the same

partial information, the site will be directly connected to. Alternatively or additionally, this

selection will be used to generate a user profile and/or to aid in matching partial information

with other sites. Preferably, the translator uploads these selections to the data server.

(g) Learn a user's particular associations. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

local database is maintained in which each partial entry by a user is associated with the actual

site that the user connected to. Thereafter, when the user enters the partial information, the site

can be connected to without any additional input by the user. Alternatively, every such choice

is registered with a remote translator, which, when it receives partial information, performs

indexing responsive to the identity of the remote user. In a preferred embodiment of the

invention, each user on a particular machine can set up a profile of partial information

matching. Preferably, a user can actively register certain associations.

(h) Perform a matching operation based on the geographical location of the user. For

example, entering "Pizza store" will generate a different web site connection, based on where

the connection is from. For example, a user in Brighton, MA will be directed to a different

pizza store from a user in downtown Boston, even if both stores belong to the same franchise.

Preferably, a user enters his computer's location, during configuration and/or at the beginning
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of the session, so that the client computer transmits its location to the translator. Preferably, a

resident portion of the translator performs this transmission. Alternatively to a geographical

location, a logical location may be used. Alternatively or additionally, sites are located based

on them being associated with a user profile. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

user profile is defined based on the user belonging to a certain customer club. Alternatively or

additionally, the profile may be generated responsive to his age and/or previous browsing

habits.

(i) Perform an automatic web search and return the address ofa single hit.

0) Provide an alternative page in cases where a page cannot be found. Preferably, when

such an alternative page is provided, the user is informed, either by the browser or by a special

pop-up message window generated by a resident portion ofthe translator.

(k) Parse a natural language query, for example "get me a pizza store". Alternatively or

additionally, a command language can be used, for example, SQL.

(1) Translate only a domain name and provide in response a list of the sites that are

registered under that domain name. For example, entering "Microsoft Inc." could generate a

list of sites in the domain "microsoft.com", which are registered with the translation service.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, each native language name and/or index

word is associated with a plurality of sites. For example, many sites will be associated with

"pizza". However, a particular site is designated the default site, for use if there isn't enough

information available to otherwise uniquely select a single site.

In accordance with one preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator or a

portion thereof is embodied as an external box, which may be connected on a telephone line

between a computer with a modem and a remote computer. Alternatively, it is integrated into

the operating system of the user's computer.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator is embodied as a distributed

system. In one example, the matching an/or parsing is performed at one location, possibly the

user machine, while the address translation is performed at a remote machine.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a resident portion of the translator is

activated whenever the browser is started. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

resident translator can communicate with external sites for many purposes including,

automatic version update of the translator and/or indexes and/or tables; uploading client related

information, such as use statistics and site access statistics; download advertising material to

be displayed at various times; and resolve problems using an external service.
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In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the local translator portion provides

language support for native language address entry, even if the browser and/or operating

system do not.

Fig. 7 is a schematic block diagram of a configuration including a client 70, a data

server 72 and a remote site 74, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. A
resident translator portion at client 70 preferably maintains the connection with data server 72.

In one preferred embodiment of the invention, data server 72 transmits advertisements to the

client. Alternatively or additionally, data server 72 transmits polls (for user response) to client

70. Preferably, server 72 receives the responses to the polls directly through the translator and

not through a remote site. Alternatively, the polls are displayed in the browser as WWW
pages, rather than as separate windows.

In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the invention, data server 72 can

be used as an intermediate between client 70 and remote site 74, for the transfer ofmoney. In a

typical situation, if client 70 desires to make a purchase at remote site 74, he will be required

to transmit credit card details over an insecure link (the Internet). Preferably, client 70

performs the purchase through data server 72, to which the credit card details have been

previously downloaded and/or transmitted using a secure channel. The client transmits a

product number and a remote site address to the data server and the data server performs the

money transfer, preferably using a secure connection, but possibly using other means, for

example, through a bank and/or a fax machine. Preferably, data server 72 verifies the identity

of client 70, using a portion of the translator resident at client 70. In a preferred embodiment of

the invention, the purchase is performed mostly automatically, by a user indicating to the

resident portion of the translator, which product he wishes to purchase, preferably using a

pointing device.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator adds icons and/or menus to

the browser and/or overlays them on the browser window. Thus, functionality may be added to

the browser. Additionally or alternatively to adding a button for purchasing, other buttons may

be added, including, for example for sending e-mail to a site owner. Such additional

functionalities preferably utilize information stored in the database, for example, the e-mail

address of the site owner.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, especially where the translator acts as a

proxy server, the translator may be used to exercise parental control over the use of the client

computer, for example to limit access to pornographic sites and/or money-spending sites.

Preferably, the translator does not allow certain addresses to be translated. Preferably, each
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client has associated therewith a list of allowed web sites, a list of proscribed web sites and/or

a site rating, below which, access is allowed and above which, access is not allowed. The

translator preferably includes or connects to a service that provides ratings for sites and/or

domain names.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator performs password entry for

sites that require a password. Instead of a user being required to recall a separate password

and/or user name for each service to which he subscribes, when the user enters input

associated with that site, the translator automatically enters the user name and/or password.

Different nicknames may be associated with different users for the same page. Preferably, the

page with the password entry is also displayed to the user, but without requiring any input.

Preferably, the passwords are maintained on the client machine, due to their sensitivity.

Alternatively or additionally, a user is required to enter a single password in order to activate

this feature.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the translator is embodied as a remote

translation service, with a local resident portion. Preferably, the remote portion is maintained

as a network of hierarchical translation servers. In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

the remote portion preferably includes a computer, a user information database, a site-owner

information database, a search engine which searches the site-owner information data base, a

HTTP server, a HTML generator and a client response portion, which controls the other

components of the server, responsive to input received from the client.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the client portion of the translator is

embodied as a program that masquerades as a HTTP handler for the browser. Preferably, the

translator registers itself as the HTTP handler. When the browser requests a page, the resident

translator handles the translation, through the Internet and/or using a local database of

association, and then commands the browser, preferably through a DDE/OLE connection to

obtain the particular page. Preferably, the local database includes user specific associations

and/or is a cache of recently and/or commonly used addresses. Preferably, when a user

requests a specific page, his local database is updated, preferably by a remote translator

portion, to reflect an association between that particular choice and the information entered. In

some browsers, entry of a free-form URL will automatically cause a search-site to be

connected to. Preferably, the resident portion of the translator captures such requests and

performs a translation instead.
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In some embodiments of the invention, words in the free-form input will be separated

by a separator other than a blank, so that the browser does not cause problems with the

existence ofblanks in what is supposed to be a URL.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, sites are manually registered with the

5 translation service. A site-owner fills out a form, preferably on the Internet, and requests that

the translator recognize a particular site. Preferably, the site owner suggests key words to be

used in indexing. Alternatively, the owner of the translator enters this information.

Alternatively, the translator automatically identifies domains and generates index terms for the

domains. Preferably, the site-owner database is update able by the site owners, to add indexing

10 terms. Alternatively, if a large number of users indicate that they identify a particular site with

particular index terms and/or keywords, this information is preferably entered into the site-

owner database. A preferred way of making such an indication is by accumulating the choices

made by users that entered partial information and received a list of possible sites. The site

which is most often chosen for a particular group of key words is preferably made the default

15 choice (preferably, providing that the user does not have a personal selection).

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, users may also register by filing out an

automated form.

It should be appreciated that the present invention has been described mostly with

relation to Web browsers. However, in other preferred embodiments of the invention, the

20 methods and apparatus described herein may be applied to other types of Internet applications,

which require domain name resolution, such as News services and FTP services. In addition,

these methods may be applied to translating domain name portions of e-mail addresses.

However, in e-mail name translation, the aspect of directly accessing data of some

embodiments of the invention, may not apply. Additionally, although some software elements

25 are described herein as including a plurality of modules, it should be appreciated that these

modules may be merged and/or sub-divided into modules, in some embodiments of the present

invention.

It should be appreciated that the above described methods of address manipulation, as

described hereinabove contain many features, not all of which need be practiced in all

30 embodiments of the invention. Rather, various embodiments of the invention will utilize only

some of the above described techniques, features or methods and or combinations thereof. In

addition, although the above description is focused on methods, apparatus for performing these

methods is also considered to be within the scope of the invention.
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It will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art that the present invention is not

limited by what has thus far been described. Rather, the present invention is limited only by

the claims which follow. When used in the following claims, the terms "comprises",

"comprising", "includes", "including" or the like means "including but not limited to
11

.
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CLAIMS

1 . A method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site, which information is not aWWW
address or a portion thereof; and

directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein said information is in a non-Latin language.

2. A method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site, which information is not aWWW
address or a portion thereof; and

directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein directly displaying comprises analyzing said information using user-dependent

information.

3. A method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site, which information is not aWWW
address or a portion thereof; and

directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein said information is entered into a URL entry field in said browser.

4. A method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site, which information is not aWWW
address or a portion thereof; and

directly displaying said page, using a browser, without any additional user intervention,

beyond said entering,

wherein said page is selected responsive to a geographical location at which said

information is entered.
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5. A method according to any of claims 2-4, wherein said information is in a non-Latin

language.

6. A method according to any ofclaims 1-5, wherein said information does not meet

domain name specifications.

7. A method according to any of claims 1-6, wherein said information does not meet URL
specifications.

8. A method according to any of claims 1-7, wherein said information comprises a

plurality of words.

9. A method according to any ofclaims 1-7, wherein said information comprises a field

identifier and a field-match value.

10. A method according to any of claims 1-7, wherein said information is associated with

an owner of the site.

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein said information comprises a partial street

address of said owner.

12. A method according to claim 10, wherein said information comprises a telephone

number of said owner.

13. A method according to any of claims 1-12, comprising analyzing said partial

information to determine a single translation thereof.

14. A method according to claim 13, wherein analyzing comprises correcting spelling in

said information.

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein correcting spelling comprises correcting for

at least one transliteration error.
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16. A method according to any of claims 13-15, wherein analyzing comprises applying

natural language recognition on said information.

17. A method according to any ofclaims 13-16, wherein analyzing comprises blocking

5 access to certain types of sites.

18. A method according to any of claims 13-16, wherein said translation comprises a only

domain name.

10 19. A method according to claim 18, wherein said translation comprises a URL.

20. A method according to any of claims 13-19, wherein said association is determined

using a database of associations.

15 21 . A method according to claim 20, wherein said database is at least logically associated

with a particular user.

22. A method according to claim 21, wherein said database includes information regarding

a particular user, which information is entered by said user, which page is selected for display

20 responsive to said information and wherein said database is stored at a location remote from

where the information is entered for display of said page.

23. A method according to claim 20 or claim 21, wherein said database comprises at least

one association which is particular to said particular user.

25

24. A method according to claim 23, wherein analyzing comprises analyzing responsive to

said at least one association.

25. A method according to any of claims 23-24, wherein said at least one association is

30 entered by said particular user.

26. A method according to any ofclaims 23-25, wherein said at least one association is

automatically generated responsive to a selection of aWWW page, from a plurality of

suggested pages, by said particular user.
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27. A method according to claim 23, wherein at least one association in said database is

automatically generated responsive to a selection of a particularWWW page, from a plurality

of suggested pages, by a plurality of users.

5

28. A method according to claim 20 or claim 21, wherein said database is at least logically

associated with a translation server, which utilizes said database for translation.

29. A method according to any of claims 21-28, wherein said at least logical association

10 comprises a physical association.

30. A method according to any of claims 13-29, wherein said analyzing is performed

locally, where said page is displayed.

15 31. A method according to any of claims 1 3-29, wherein said analyzing is performed

remotely from where said page is displayed.

32. A method according to any of claims 13-31, wherein said analyzing comprises

determining a one-to-one mapping between said information and a translation.

20

33. A method according to any of claims 13-32, wherein said analyzing utilizes a

geographical location at which said information is entered.

34. A method according to any of claims 1-33, wherein said information is entered by a

25 user in a same way in which a standard URL would be entered.

35. A method according to claim 1-33, wherein said information is entered into a window

overlaying said browser.

30 36. A method according to claim 35, wherein said window is overlaying a location window

of said browser.

37. A method according to any of claims 1-36, wherein said information is entered in a

language not supported by said browser.
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38. A method according to any of claims 1-37, wherein said information is entered in a

font not supported by said browser.

5 39. A method according to any ofclaims 1-38, wherein directly displaying said page,

comprises automatically providing password information for accessing said page.

40. A method according to claim 39, wherein a plurality ofsuch passwords are stored in a

password database associated with said user.

41 . A server comprising:

a database associating business information with WWW sites;

a translator which converts an input comprising business information into aWWW site

address, using said database; and

15 a user information database,

wherein said translator utilizes said user information database for the conversion.

42. A method according to claim 41, wherein said user database comprises a user's

previous desired conversions.

20

43
.

A method according to claim 4 1 , wherein said user database comprises a user's

geographical location.

44. A system including a server according to any of claims 41-43 and a client which

25 provides said input to said server and displays a WWW page indicated by said address.

45. A server comprising:

a database associating information withWWW sites;

a user information database; and

30 a translator which converts input information provided to it, into aWWW site address,

using said database and said user database.

46. A server according to claim 45, wherein said input information comprises business

information.
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47. A server according to claim 45, wherein said input information comprises domain

name information.

48. A server according to claim 45, wherein said input information comprises URL

information.

49. A software unit for integrating with an existing browser, comprising:

a first module adapted to be integrated with said browser and which adds at least one

functionality to a user interface of said browser, and

a second module which communicates with a remote site having stored therein

information,

wherein said second module uses said communication to retrieve at least some of said

information to perform said added functionality.

50. A unit according to claim 49, wherein said functionality comprises sending an e-mail

to an owner of a site and wherein said information comprises an association between a site and

an e-mail address ofthe owner thereof.

51. A unit according to claim 49, wherein said functionality comprises a poll answering

interface and wherein said information comprises at least one poll question to display.

52. A unit according to claim 49, wherein said functionality comprises translating partial

information into WWW addresses and wherein said information comprises an association

between partial information andWWW addresses.

53. A unit according to any of claims 49-52, comprising a third module which updates said

information responsive to input entered at said browser.

54. A unit according to any of claims 49-53, wherein said remote site performs an

operation requested by said functionality, responsive to said user information database.
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55. A unit according to claim 54, wherein said remote site performs a matching between

partial entered information and a business information database, responsive to information

associated with a user of said browser.

56. A unit according to claim 54, wherein said remote site sends credit card information to

a second remote site, responsive to said functionality and to said information associated with a

user of said browser.

57. A unit according to any of claims 49-56, wherein said functionality does not affect a

visual format of a GUI (Graphical User Interface) of said browser, when said functionality is

not in use.

58. A unit according to any of claims 49-56, wherein said functionality does not affect a

visual format of a GUI (Graphical User Interface) of said browser, when said functionality is

in use.

59. A software unit comprising:

a first module which receives, from a browser, aWWW address which does not meet

WWW addressing standards;

a second module which translates said address into aWWW address which meets

WWW addressing standards; and

a third module which instructs said browser to display a page associated with said

translatedWWW address.

60. A unit according to claim 59, wherein said second module performs said translation

using a remote translation service.

61 . A unit according to claim 59 or claim 60, wherein said first module impersonates a

TCP/IP stack.

62. A unit according to claim 59 or claim 60, wherein said first module impersonates a

HTTP service handler.
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63. A unit according to claim 59 or claim 60, wherein said first module impersonates a

DNS server.

64. A unit according to claim 59 or claim 60, wherein said first module steals a user input

5 from said browser.

65. A unit according to any ofclaims 59-64, wherein said third module utilizes an

OLE/DDE service.

10 66. A unit according to any ofclaims 59-65, wherein said translated address comprises a

complete URL.

67. A unit according to any of claims 59-66, wherein said unit comprises an upload module

which provides site accessing information to uploaded to a remote computer.

15

68. A unit according to any ofclaims 59-67, wherein said unit comprises a page generation

module which generates aWWW page in response to said non-standard WWW address.

69. A unit according to claim 68, wherein said generatedWWW page comprises a list of

20 possibleWWW pages.

70. A unit according to claim 68 or 69, wherein said generated page comprises a directory

of a plurality ofpages in a particular site.

25 71 . A unit according to any of claims 68-70, wherein said generated page comprises at

least one advertisement.

72. A unit according to any of claims 68-71 , wherein said generated page displays a

request for more information.

30

73. A unit according to any of claims 68-72, wherein said generated page is generated

locally, in response to a request for a remote WWW address.
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74. A unit according to any of claims 59-73, wherein said unit comprises a messaging

module which displays a message responsive to non-availability of a requiredWWW page.

75. A unit according to any of claims 59-74, wherein said unit comprises an e-mail module

which corrects e-mail addresses, responsive to information associated with e-mail addressees.

76. A unit according to any of claims 49-75, wherein said unit is a separately compiled

software.

77. A computer readable medium having encoded thereon a representation of a software

unit according to any of claims 49-76.

78. A method ofWWW page retrieval from a web site, comprising:

entering information associated with the site;

spell correcting said information; and

displaying a page responsive to said information, using a browser.

79. A method according to claim 78, wherein spell correcting comprises correcting

transliteration errors.

80. A method according to claim 79, wherein said information comprises a URL.

81 . A method of accessing an Internet resource, comprising:

entering information, which information does not comprise even a partial address for

said resource; and

accessing said resource responsive to said information, without any additional user

intervention, beyond said entering,

wherein said resource comprises a news group.

82. A method of e-mail addressing, comprising:

entering an incorrect e-mail address, which does not form an alias, a portion or a

nickname of a valid e-mail address;

automatically correcting said address, using information at a first, remote, location; and
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sending an e-mail message to a second remote location, via an Internet, using said

corrected address.

83. A method according to claim 82, wherein said incorrect e-mail address comprises

5 information associated with a desired e-mail addressee.

84/ A method according to claim 83, wherein said information comprises at least a portion

of a geographical address.

10 85. A method according to claim 83, wherein said information comprises at least a portion

of a telephone number.
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